celebrate bike month with a simple

AT-HOME BIKE RODEO!
help your kids learn skills that will help them be
better bicyclists and safe on the roads!

Step 1: helmet check!
POSITION THE HELMET TO SIT LEVEL ON YOUR HEAD--WITH TWO
FINGER-WIDTHS ABOVE THE EYEBROW.
CENTER THE LEFT BUCKLE UNDER THE CHIN.

ADJUST THE SIDE STRAPS TO FORM A "V" SHAPE UNDER Both
EARS.
BUCKLE YOUR CHIN STRAP. ONLY ONE FINGER SHOULD FIT
Between chin and strap.
scan the qr code to see a video of how
to properly put on a helmet!

Step 2: rules of the road
know what different street signs mean!

always ride on the right side of the road, in
a straight line -- vehicles will know where
you are going, and what to expect from you!
use hand signals to help drivers know what
you are doing!

Step 3: using your brakes

teach children how to properly use their brakes!

draw lines on the sidewalk or driveway.
have each rider start pedaling and apply
the brakes to stop at the line.
Have riders go one direction, and then the
other to make sure they know how to use
their brakes!

Step 4: bike control

To teach riders how to control their bike, have
them weave between cones without hitting them!

1. set up the cones 6-8 feet apart.
2. have kids ride around the cones,
going right then left.
3. kids should be able to
complete the course without
knocking any of the cones down!
START

Step 5: be on the lookout!
Children should always ride the same way as traffic! to
make sure that you are safe, we need you to look both ways!

when Children ride toward the roadway--have them stop,
look left, right and left again to ensure it is clear before
entering the roadway.
Have children practice checking for traffic behind them
while on the driveway! this teach how to not swerve and
check for traffic behind them when they are on the road!

